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F o u n d e r ,  V i l l a g e  o f  W i s d o m

In my eight years leading Village of Wisdom (VOW), I’ve realized that
community or “the village” is essential to our evolution because no one
person has all the answers. But I have to be honest with you. Whenever
VOW gets an award that highlights me above the village, I remember
we live in a society that actively attempts to neutralize our collective
power. Indeed, this type of individualistic recognition erases the work
of the village. In VOW’s rebirth, the village has taught me two important
lessons about being involved in the work of creating an organization
that endures. An organization that is able to make good on its vow.

I learned that preparing people to navigate racism is not the same as
preparing people to create new systems that erase racism. I started
VOW at a period in my life when I was working with a Black women-led
group of activists and organizers. Those experiences greatly advanced
my notions of radical love, justice, and liberation. Yet, as I initially
conceived it, VOW was an organization designed to help Black families
cope with racial discrimination.

Village of Wisdom19 The Rebirth Report

Thankfully Dr. Donna-Marie Winn was part of my village. She asked me, “Are you attempting to fix fish at VOW, or are
you trying to clean the water?” The question from that point forward would live rent-free in my mind. And, while I knew
VOW hadn’t taken a deficit-based approach of needing to fix families. Neither had we taken the systems approach of
changing toxic learning environments with families.

In 2018, I began pivoting VOW towards developing tools and frameworks with two purposes: (1) to show parents how
to use racial affirmation to prepare their children for discrimination and (2) to support families in advocating for more
culturally affirming learning environments for their children. Ultimately, I recognized that once I changed our focus to
cleaning the water of education systems, it forced me to consider how my leadership was polluting VOW’s water. 

I learned that until you have systems for decentering power, it will remain centralized. The 2018 pivot was
necessary, but I dictated and imposed it upon my team without their input. This left my team reeling to find purpose in
the organization. Even though I was committed to decentralized leadership, I struggled to live into that vision. Without
the anchors of institutional practices and policies that distribute power, ideas from my staff failed to take root and
grow. And, as a result, VOW struggled internally as an organization.

Thankfully, in 2019, after some clutch consulting by Margret Brunson, my founding team–Taylor Mary, Aya, and
Amber–developed a proposal process for new VOW initiatives. The trio quickly presented proposals that integrated
Black parents in the execution and direction of VOW’s work. Inspired by their work, I had the idea to leverage
community-based participatory research to conduct assessments to understand what Black students, parents, and
teachers of Black students dreamt about culturally affirming learning. We created a plan to deliver Dream
Assessments, Wisdom Wednesdays (Taylor Mary’s proposal), the Black Parent Validated Resource Library (Amber’s
Proposal), and the Black Genius Breathe Video (Aya’s proposal). And in the span of one calendar year, from summer
2020 to summer 2021, my co-founding team and I recreated VOW into an organization that we all love.

To the credit of many, VOW has become an organization where parents have an essential role in creating the
knowledge, tools, and spaces necessary for Black children to experience culturally affirming learning. When an
organization goes through such a rebirth, those charged with its leadership undergo an analogous experience. VOW
has grown and evolved with me, and I have evolved from the wisdom of the village. I am grateful to all of you reading
for your role in VOW’s transformation. I am emboldened by the realization that VOW’s impact is bigger than mine
alone. Indeed the village built VOW, and through the village, as our parent leader ‘Ready’ Roxann Dixon likes to say,
Village of Wisdom will endure as a promise to the people. 
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